tions of the unit set. The main theorem proved (Theorem 5.1) includes as particular cases results obtained by [7] for a group generated by one transformation, and by [9] for a continuous group.
Given a σ-field $ of sets and a group of transformations of $, it can be deduced from the main result in this paper mentioned above (5.1) , that an invariant cr-measure exists iff an ideal in $ of a certain type exists. This falls short of determining algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an invariant σ-measure (with no predetermined ideal of null-sets). However, this shortcoming is shared by the solutions available for the existence of a σ-measure on a σ-field of sets when no group of transformations is involved: From Kelley's conditions it can also be deduced that a cr-measure on $ exists iff an ideal in $ of a certain type exists.
On the other hand, if we are given the ideal on which the measure vanishes, both Kelley's theorem and mine give algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for its existence.
In the first section the general setting of fields of sets and groups of transformations is discussed. The second section contains some lemmas about ideals and congruence relations in Boolean Algebras and Cardinal Algebras. Section three studies the countable chain condiction. The next section gives the main theorems on invariant measures on Boolean Algebras. Finally, the fifth section applies these theorems to fields of sets.
The measure-theoretic results obtained in this paper were announced without proof in [4] , where they were applied to obtain probability measures.
Groups of transformations on fields of sets.
Throughout this paper we employ the usual set-theoretical terminology. We identify an ordinal number with the set of preceding ordinals, and a cardinal number with the corresponding initial ordinal. In particular ω, the set of natural number is the first infinite ordinal and cardinal; ω γ is the first uncountable ordinal and the next cardinal after ω. For functions /, g, we use Do/, f~\ /°g, and f*A respectively for the domain of f the inverse of f the composition of f and g, and the image of A under f Λ B denotes the set of functions from A into B. In particular, ω A is the set of all denumerably infinite sequences with terms in A for n G ω, n A is the set of all n-termed sequences', "A denotes the set of all finite sequences with terms in A. For arbitrary relations R, we also use R * A for the image of A under R.
We shall also study measures on Boolean algebras. By a measure on a Boolean σ-algebra (a σ-BA) 93 = (B, V,Λ, -,0,1), we understand a countably additive, nonnegative real function on B that assumes the value one at the unit of the algebra.
If x E ω JB, we write V{x t : / E ω) and Λ{JC, : i E ω) for the least upper bound (l.u.b.) and greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) of the sequence JC. A σ-field of subsets of a set X, % = (F, U , Π , -, 0, X), is a particular kind of σ-BA in which the universe F consists of subsets of X, and the operations are set-theoretic union, intersection, and complement with respect to X. L.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s of denumerable sequences coincide with countable unions and intersections. A group (or more properly, a quasi-group) of transformations of the σ-field of sets F is a set G of one-one functions such that:
(ii) The identity function restricted to X belongs to G.
Notice that functions in G are not supposed to have a common domain (see [14] , p. 221).
A measure μ on $ is said to be invariant under G, or G~ invariant, if for any A,J3EF such that there is an fEG with AC Do/ and J3 = / * A, we have μ (A) = μ (B ). Our problem, then, is to find necessary and sufficient conditions on $ and G for the existence of such measures. It is more convenient to work with equivalence relations on JBA'S thus, we define the equivalence relation ~G on F:
A ~GB iff there is an /E G such that A CDo/andB = /*A. It is clear that μ is G-invariant iff:
For any A,BEF,A~GB implies μ (A) = μ (B). In general, for any equivalence relation R on a BA 93 and measure μ on 93, we say that μ is R-invariant if for any a,bEB, we have
αi?6 implies μ(a) = μ(b).
If a measure μ on F is G-invariant, then it also has to be -G -invariant for the equivalence relation on F, -G , defined by: A -G B iff there are sequences of disjoint elements Y,ZE ω F, such that A = U{Yi: i E ω}, B = U{Z,: i E ω}, and Yj ~GZ, for every i < ω.
It is easy to see, that if μ is G-invariant, then for any A, B E F we have, A -J3 implies μ(A) = μ(JB).
G
It is convenient to introduce the disjunctive BA SB associated with a σ-BA 93. Disjunctive BA's were introduced in Def. 15.14T. For any σ-BA 93, the disjunctive BA associated with 93 is the partial algebra 93 = (β, + , Σ) where 4-is a binary partial operation and Σ a countable partial operation defined by: This disjunctive BA 58 is a generalized cardinal algebra (GCA) by 15.24T. We shall use GCA's and cardinal algebras (CA) throughout this paper. The terminology will be taken from [14] with a few exceptions that will be noted in the appropriate places.
A congruence relation R on a GCA 21 = (A, + , X) is an equivalence relation that satisfies: The main purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of G-invariant measures on $. However, it is more convenient to work in a more general setting and find measures μ on a σ-BA, 93 that are R -invariant for R a refining congruence relation on 93. I shall deal with this problem in the following sections, returning to % in the last section.
Ideals and congruence relations.
In this section I shall prove some lemmas, which will be needed later, about ideals and congruence relations in σ-BA 's and GCA's. For any σ-BA 93 we have the corresponding disjunctive BA 93, which is a GCA. The notion of an ideal in a GCA is defined and discussed in ( [14] , Chapter 9) . I shall call ideals in a GCA cardinal ideals to distinguish them from ideals in a BA (see [13] for ideals in BA's). There are, then, two notions of ideals in 93: cr-ideals in 93 as a BA and cardinal ideals in 93 as a GCA. The first lemma proves that they coincide. The next lemma proves that the equivalence relation determined by a σ-ideal / on a σ-BA 93 is the same as the relation determined by J as a cardinal ideal in 93 (cf. 9.26T). LEMMA We are interested in refining congruence relations on disjunctive 's 93, and how they behave when we pass to 93// for an ideal /. This is given in the following lemma: 
Let 93 be a σ-BA, I a σ-ideal in 93. Then: (1) for any a,bEB, a-bvb-aEliff there are a\ b f E I and c E B such that a = c + a' and b
= c + b'\ (ii) 08/J) = S3/J, i.e. ifxE ω B,cEB, then Σ l<ω (xJI) = c/I iff there is an x'E ω B such that JC;ΛJC' = Π V/Γ=V'/Γ ™Λ y (v ι\) = (Σ ι<ω x' i )/I,fori<j<ω. Proof, (i) (1) Suppose a-b\ι b-a El. Take a' = a-b, b' = b -a, c = a Λ b. (2) Suppose a = a' + c, b = b' + c, and b',a'El. Then a-bvb-a^a'v b'EL (ii) Suppose Σ i<ω (
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Under these conditions, R is a refining congruence relation on SB//.
Proof. It is easy_to see that R is an equivalence relation on B. We have to prove_that R is refining and preserves Σ. (2) Then, b/I = yJI + yJI, yJIRxJI, and yJIRxJl Thus, £ is refining. Suppose now that x, y E ω B with, (5) Xi/IRyJI for all i<ω; (6) Σ ί<ω (x«//) and Σ ί<ω (y, //) exist in J5/I From (5) we obtain x',y'e ω B such that, (7) x;// = xjl, y'JI = yJl and x\Ry' h for all / < ω. From (6) we deduce that x,// Λ x y // = 0// = yjl A yjl for all i,y, with i <j < ω. Then, the same is true for x', y'. Thus (8) 
xUx f i = 0 for i<j<ω. We have, x; = x'ί+ z, where z, = c Λ JCI and z, E I. From (7) we obtain y",z'G ω β such that, (10) y;=y';+z;, y^x'ί, and z'^z,. Since R *ICI, z!6ί and (11) yVI = y'JI = y t /I. Similarly as (7) we get, (12) y' Λy' El for i<j<ω. Take d = V{y'; Λ y ; ;: /</<ω} (EJ) and y7 = yΊ-<i We have, (13) y 7// = y T// = y, // and y 7 Λ y 7 = 0 for / < / < ω. Also, y',' = y7+ w, where M, = rf Λ y"E. I. From (9) we obtain, (14) x'/ = x 7 + M 5, x 7 i? y 7, and M 51? w, for all i < ω. Thus, since R*ICI, u'iEl and, (15) JC7// = x?// = xjl for all / < ω. Since x7^X/, (9) implies:
Since R is a congruence relation on S3, (13), (14), and (16) imply that (Σ i<ω x7) R (Σ ι<ω y 7). But then from (15) and (13) we obtain the desired conclusion; i.e. Suppose x E ω I with Σ /<ω x, E A. Then JC. /1? E J/Λ for all i < ω, and
But then, from R * / C /, we get that Σ t<ω jc, El 3. The countable chain condition. Let 31 be a GCA. We say that a subset BCΛ is bounded if there is an a E A such that fc ^ α for every b E B. 91 satisfies the countable chain condition (ccc) if every bounded subset B QA well ordered by the relation ^ is at most countable. It is clear that if 33 is a σ-BA, then the GCA 93 satisfies the ccc if and only if 93 satisfies the countable chain condition in the usual Boolean sense.
[5] calls a GCA that satisfies the ccc, separable. In this section I shall prove that the ccc is transmitted through several constructions of GCA's. Proof. Suppose the sequence y E ωχ {A/R) is such that for β < a < ω u we have y β < y a ^ a/R for some a E A. Choose a sequence x E ωi A, such that y a = x a /R and x α ^ α for every a E ω λ . It is possible to obtain such an x because R is refining.
We shall first prove: The converse implication is proved similarly, and, thus, (1) is proved. We pass now, to the proof of the theorem:
Define by transfinite recursion the sequence z E ωi A satisfying: (2) y α = xJR = zJR, and if α < β < ω, then z α < z β ^ α, as follows:
(a) z 0 = x 0 .
(b) Suppose z α is defined. We have z α /R < x α +JR, and z α , x α+1 g α. By (1) there is d E A such that z α < d S α, and di?jc α+1 . Take (c) Let α be a limit ordinal, α < ω u and z β defined for all β E α. Let / E ω α be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in α. We shall prove that 
So (3) With this, we complete definition (2) and, thus, obtain a S -wellordered bounded subset of A of type ω u contradicting the ccc for 21.
We pass now, to show preservation of the ccc under another important operation on GCA's: the cardinal product (see Def. 6.11T Ai) and α G Π ie/ Ai be such that y β ŷ a ^ a for β < a < ω x . We then have y βi ^ y ai ^ a t for every i G /. The sets B, = {y αz : α E ωj C A, are bounded and ^ -well-ordered for all i G /; then, card^)^ ω for all i G /.
Since card (2?,)^ ω for every i G /, there is an α G α^ such that y a , -Jβi for all β ^ a. Define γ(i) as the least such α, i.e., γ(i)= n{α:y α/ = y/3ί forallj3^α}.
We have, γ(i)£= ω i Let J = {i\ a i^: Q ι }.
From the definition of cardinal product, card(/) ^ ω. Also, for every α G ω b y αί = 0 t for all i G / -/. Let δ be the least upper bound of γ(i) for / G /; i.e.
8=
δ G ω 1? and y α = y δ for all a ^ δ. Therefore, card{y α : α G ωj = ω. COROLLARY 3.3. Let % be a GCA ί/iαί satisfies the ccc. Then ω 2I also satisfies the ccc.
Every GCA 2ί can be closed to obtain a CA Sϊ which preserves most of the properties of SI. In [14, Ch. 7], these closures are studied. We prove, now, that closures preserve the ccc. Proof. By 7.7T, 3 is isomorphic to ω 2l/jR where R is a refining congruence relation in Sί. Thus, from 3.1 and 3.3 we obtain 3.4.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let SB be a σ-BΛ that satisfies the ccc, R a refining congruence relation on 93, and 21 = 93/J? (a closure of 23AR). Then Si is a C A such that for any x E
ω A we have Λ /Gω Jt, EA., Proof 21 satisfies the ccc by 3.1 and 3.4. Hence applying 3.35T we obtain the conclusion.
Invariant measures in Boolean algebras.
In this section we prove some theorems about the existence of R -invariant measures on a σ-distributive σ-BA 93 where R is a refining congruence relation on S. In the next section we apply the theorems to obtain G-invariant measures on σ-fields of sets.
For some of the following definitions see [10, 13 p.p. 62, 2041. Let 33 be a σ-BA and x E n B for some n E ω. We define i(x) = m/n where m is the largest integer k S n such that JCJO Λ •• Λ x ik _, 7^0 for 0 S io < ii < < 4-1 < n.
Then, if A C JB we define the intersection number of A:
i(A) = inf{/(jc): x E n A for some n E ω).
We say that 33 has the Kelley property if B -{0} is a countable union of sets with positive intersection number. 33 is σ-distributive if for every double sequence x E ωXω B we have,
We say that 93 is weakly σ-distributive if (*) is satisfied for every double sequence JC E ωXω B such that Xi, /+ i = JC i y for every /,/ E ω. Let ίCB and /x a measure on 33. We say that μ is I-positive if we have, μ (α) = 0 iff a E /, for every a E B. Since c E A (ft) iff oo C g h (by 1.29T) the proof is reduced to:
Let αEB we say that α is R-negligible
Suppose, first, that a E N R . Let x E ω B be such that JC, Λ x f = 0 and JC JR α for every i < j < ω.
We have, a/R = Xi/R, for every i < ω. But Σ i<ω Xi^l.
Thus, oo( a /R) = Σ i<ω (xJR)^UR = ft. Suppose, now, that ™(a/R)^h.
Since h E 21, oo( α /j?)e2l by 7.4T. Then, oo( α /jR) = b/R for some b G B. From the definition of the coset algebra (Def. 6.3T), there is a sequence of disjoint elements x E ω B and acGB such that Σ ί<ω JC, = c and x,Ra for all i < ω. Thus, α E N R .
We formulate, now, the main theorem of this section: For the proof we need a result of [6] . We have to introduce some definitions. Let X be the Stone space of a σ-BA and R the nonnegative real numbers with ». Then ^(X,R) denotes the_set of continuous functions on X with compact support and values in R. (<ίί(X,R), + , Σ) is a CA (cf [6] , p. 31) where + is pointwise addition, and Σ i<ω f is the continuous limit of the partial sums Σ i<n f. This limit differs from the pointwise limit in a set of first category.
Proof of 4.2. The necessity of the conditions is easy to prove. We must use Kelley's necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a strictly positive measure on a BA (see [10] , Th. 9, and [8], Th. 3.7).
We proceed, now, to construct the desired measure. Then as 93 is <r-distributive, c = d + e with e E 7. Now, dR Si with $ ^ JC! for every i < ω. Thus, by 2.4T, $ = s + s" with s'.gyi and s'ί ^ y ". Then, s" E I for every i < ω. Therefore, d = r, + r' * with Γi.Rs; and r;i?5';. Since i?*/CJ, r^GJ for every i < ω. Thus by cr-distributivity, ίi = Λ {r,: i E ω} + / where / E 7. We have that s' is a sequence of disjoint elements ofJB. Thus, Λ{r,: i E ω} Rp t ^ s] for every i < ω; so, Λ {r,: i E ω} is R-negligible and, therefore it belongs to /. Then d E I and c E I. Therefore, c/I = 0/7 and a = 0. Thus, we have proved 4.3.
2ϊ, also, has the following two properties:
(1) a Λ b E A y for every a,b E A. This is obtained from 3.4, because 93/7 satisfies the ccc.
(2) For every a E Λ, α ^ o°/ι. (2) is obtained from 7.IT. Let (£ be the σ-BA of idemmultiple elements of 21 (α is idemmultiple if a = α + α see Def. 4.IT and 8.3T for this algebra). Let X be the Stone space of @. 3.11 of Fillmore 1965 implies that Sί is isomorphic to a subalgebra of (^(X, R), + ,Σ), say by a function F. For each element a E Λ, F(α) has support E(a), the open-closed set corresponding to oca. Also, F(h) is the characteristic function of E(h) = X.
There is a strictly positive measure μ on (£ with μ,(o°/ι)= 1. In order to prove this, we need the following two lemmas: In this definition, ^ is the partial ordering of 21.
Let x E Έ m and y E "£ m be such that y k /R ^ x k for all k < n. Let i(x)= m^/n where m x is the largest k such that
where m y is defined similarly. We shall prove that m x ^ m y . Therefore, the lemma is proved. We now continue with the proof of 4.2:
From (iv), 4.4 and 4.5 we obtain that (5 has the Kelley property and is weakly σ-distributive. Then using (Th. 9 of [10] ,), we obtain a strictly positive measure μ onK.
Let Co(X) be the family of open-closed sets of X. Define the measure β on Co(X) by β(E(a))= μ(°°α). Since X is compact, β is countably additive as a measure on the field of sets Co (X). Extend β to the σ-field B(X) of subsets of X generated by Co(X) (B(X) are the Borel sets in X). Using normal measure-theoretic procedures, define an integral Π on all β -measurable bounded functions. All functions in %(X, R) are bounded β -measurable.
Define A on 31 by, λ(α) = Π(F(α)). λ satisfies the following properties: (3) λ(Λ) = l. We also have that V ieω F(jc,) = F(α), where the l.u.b. is taken in (^(X,R), +,Σ). The support of F{a) is E(a). Now, μ(ooα) = limbecμ(ooχ,), because o°α = V ίGω oojc / and oo^ ^ oojc i+ i for all Ϊ E ω. Thus, /Z (!£ (α)) = lim^oo β (E (x t )).
Also,
β(\J{E(x t )\ ieω}) = limμ(E(x ι )). Then β(E(a)~ U{E(x ι )
:i<Ξω}) = 0, and, thus, λ(α) = Π(F(α)) = Π(/). Therefore, lim,--** λ (jc f ) = λ(α) and (5) is proved. (6) If α^O. α6A, then λ(α)>0.
Proof of (6) . λ(α) = Π(F(α)) and F(α) is a continuous nonnegative function, which is positive somewhere. Then, there is an open-closed set C such that F(a)^ e > 0 on C for some e > 0. But, as μ is strictly positive, β(C)>0.
Thus, λ(α) = Π(F(a))>0. Since λ satisfies (3), (4), (5) and (6), we apply 16.1 IT and obtain a strictly positive measure on 93//. Transfering the measure to 93 we obtain the desired properties.
5.
Invariant measures on fields of sets. In this section, we apply Theorem 4.2 to measures on σ-fields of sets. Thus, let $ be a σ-field of sets and G a group of transformations of $. If μ is a G-invariant measure, μ has to vanish on all -G -negligible sets. We call these sets G-negligible i.e. A E F is G-negligible if there is a sequence of disjoint elements Y E ω F, such that A-G Y ι for every i < ω. N G is the set of all G-negligible sets. From 4.2 we obtain immediately: THEOREM 5.1. Let $ be a σ-field of subsets of a set X, G a group of transformations of $, and / a subset of F. The following conditions are necessary and jointly sufficient for the existence of a countably additive, G-invariant, and /-positive measure on $:
(i) I is a proper σ-ideal in $. (ii) If A G / and B ~σ A, then BGί (iii) N G CI. (iv) $// has the Kelley property and is weakly σ-distributive. It is easy to generalize 5.1 to the case when the measure μ is required to be equal to one, not on X, but on another set C E F. Instead of considering G-negligible sets, we have to consider Gnegligible sets relative to C (i.e. A E F is G-negligible relative to C if there is a sequence of disjoint elements Y£ ω F, such that Y X QC and B-G Y ι for every i < ω). Also, C should not belong to /. The conjecture that the only necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a G-invariant measure is that X is not G-negligible, was proposed in [2] , at least for the case when F is the field of all subsets of X. However in [3], the following counterexample was indicated:
Let X = ω x and G be the group of all permutations / of X, such that f{x)?^ x for at most denumerable x in X It is easy to see that G is a group of transformations on the field of all subsets of X. The ideal of G-negligible sets contains all sets that are at most denumerable. Thus, X is not G-negligible. However, the existence of a G-invariant measure on this field would imply that ω ι is a measurable cardinal.
When we want measures on BA 's we are mainly interested in strictly positive measures. For G-invariant measures jttona σ-field of sets, it is hardly ever possible to obtain strictly positive measures, since μ must vanish on the G-negligible sets and, by a result of ( [1], p. 194) , nonempty G-negligible sets exist in most cases of interest. In particular, these sets exist when for every n < q, there are disjoint Y o , , Y n -λ E F such that X = Σ ί<n Yi and Y t -G Y } for every i, / < n. What we can get are measures that only vanish at G-negligible sets. We call these measures G-strictly positive (i.e. μ is G-strictly positive iff μ is Nopositive). Using 4.1 we get as a particular case of 5.1: 
